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RBE101: Introduction to Robotics
Fall-Term 2018
Instructional Material

Introduction - Sensors in Robotics

A human has five senses to understand their environment to allow them to take correct judgments
for survival while protecting themselves against dangers. Similarly, a robot uses its sensors to have
a deeper understanding of its surroundings to complete their objective and avoid damaging themselves. Without either one, a machine cannot qualify to be called a robot.
Sensing enables the robots to get knowledge of the world and even anticipate problems before they
occur based on the intelligence of the robots. Sensors convert the world information to a quantitative measure which can be understood by the brain (controller/processor) of the robot. Sensors
work on Transduction Principle, i.e. conversion of energy from one form to another. Consequently,
sensors are also referred to as transducers. Sensors have various application and a combination
of these sensors can increase the capability of a robot. They can be used for localization, collision
avoidance, manipulation and various other applications.
There are many classifications of sensors to help the understanding of the applications in the physical world. Most common classification is Active Sensors and Passive Sensors. Active Sensors are
sensors that send a signal and measure the alteration of the signal during their interactions with the
environment. For example, a sonar/ lidar, an ultrasound sensor; all these sensors have a transmitter to send the signal to the environment and a receiver to measure signal once it is reflected back.
Passive Sensors are sensors that only measure the signals that are present in the environment. For
example, a light sensor, a camera, a temperature sensor; all these sensors record information without interacting with the environment.
Another classification is Exteroceptive Sensors, Proprioceptive Sensors, and Interoceptive Sensors.
Exteroceptive Sensors are the sensors that sense the environment’s constituents, dynamic and static.
For example, sonar and lidar to find the distance of all the obstacles in the environment. Proprio-
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ceptive Sensors are sensors that sense its own physical information, like position, orientation, the
inclination on a slope and other information. Interoceptive Sensors are sensors that sensors that
measure its internal state, like battery levels. The latter kind of classification is not used that widely
but it is an essential part of robot design.
The most common sensor used in all the robots are the motor encoders. It is very important for
a robot to know about its current position or orientation, and encoders allow a robot to calculate
its position and orientation relative to its start position or the last recorded position. Encoders are
used in mobile robots as well as arm robots that are used to pick and place an object in an industrial
setting. Encoder information can be converted to a numerical distance or angle if and only if the
diameter of the wheel and encoder trigger per revolution. These calculations are simple but very
crucial in comprehending the position or orientation.
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Supplemental Instructional Material

Lecture slides (Section 3) used for the class is attached to this document. You can also refer to the
online video lecture on YouTube Link.
Homework is an extension of the class for a deeper theoretical understanding of the concept (Section 4). Homework tests the student by forcing them to revise lecture material (Q1 and Q2) and
extend their understanding to a derived situation (Q3). Also, to force them to think forward ahead
and to question/challenge their learning from the class, Q4 and Q5, problems push the students to
think beyond the scope of class material.
In addition, the lab (Section 5) is also assigned to students for the same week where they calculate
theoretical readings and compare them with practical findings. This allows the students to get their
hands dirty and think like a robot. This helps them in future while programming the robots and obtaining the values from encoders while decoding positional information.
Personally, I prefer to provide rubrics as part of the evaluation material and so my all homework and
lab questions are mentioned with their point value.
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Lecture Slides
Objectives

Sensors for Robotics
RBE101: Introduction to Robotics
1. Introduction to sensing
2. List types of sensors and their usage in robotics
3. Talk about wheel encoders

Jayam Patel

4. Calculate wheel diameter based on given encoder count

July 25, 2018
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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Machines vs Robots

Introduction to sensing
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What is Sensing?

• Gather information about the world

Types of sensors and their usage

• Sensors converts environmental information to a quantitative
measure
• Works on Transduction principle

• Conversion of energy from one form to another
• Hence, sensors are also called transducers
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Sensor Classification 1

Sensor Classification 2

• Exteroceptive Sensors

• Senses environment
• Object and place identification
• eg. sonar, radar

• Active Sensors

• Sends signal to the world and measure its interaction with
environment
• eg. sonar, radar

• Proprioceptive Sensors

• Senses its own physical information
• Body Pose information
• eg. motor encoders, gyroscope

• Passive Sensors

• Records signal that are already present in the environment
• eg. temperature sensor, camera

• Interoceptive Sensors

• Senses its own internal state
• eg. voltmeter
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LOCALIZATION: Where am I?
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ROBOT VISION: What am I looking at?
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COLLISION DETECTION: Will I hit anything?
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WHEEL ENCODERS: How far have I travelled?
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Encoders

• USAGE:
•
•
•
•

Robot Motor Encoders

Measures rotational motion of a wheel or a joint
Rotation of wheel can give us distance travelled
Rotation of joint can give us the orientation of a arm robot
They can be used with motors for precise distance and turn
calculations

• FACTORS THAT AFFECT ENCODER VALUES:
• Wheel Diameter
• Encoder sensor activation on unit distance
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Sample Problem

Questions

Calculate Wheel Diameter
• Given:

• Encoder’s reading is incremented at each 1cm
• One wheel revolution gives encoder value of 20 counts

• Calculation

1cm
• count
⇤ 20counts
= 20cm
1rev
rev
• Hence, C, Circumference of wheel= 20cm
• D, Diameter of wheel = C⇡ = 20
⇡ = 6.36cm
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Homework: Wheel Encoders - 15 Points

Using all the concept of the class, please complete the following questions. Weights of each question
are provided. Please contact the instructors for any questions. Show work to get partial points.

[3 Points] Question 1 - Analogy of human body to robots
List out sensors that can be installed in a robot to make it human-like. Following is a table listing all
the Human Senses, you need to fill the adjacent column to name a few sensors that can be used as a
replacement.

Human Senses

Robot Sensors

Touch
Vision
Auditory (Ear)
Smell
Taste

[3 Points] Question 2 - Diameter Calculation
Calculate the wheel diameter, same as the lecture, if encoder increments every 1.5cm and every
wheel revolution gives you 30 encoder counts.

[3 Points] Question 3 - Encoder Calculation
Calculate the encoder increment values is wheel diameter is 10cm and every wheel revolution gives
you 50 encoder counts.
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[4 Points] Question 4 - Alternate Encoder Design
Imagine a setup, as shown in the figure, an optical encoder with one led source and one encoder
track. This encoder is contact-free encoder. You have to draw/design a contact enabled encoder.
Feel free to get creative and use previous lectures of electronics as a base for this question.

[2 Points] Question 5 - Encoder Applications
List usage of encoders in any field other than robotics.
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Lab: Wheel Encoders - 10 Points, Team of 2

Please submit a lab report before the deadline indicating your knowledge and findings. Please include all the questions and show all work for getting full points. Please contact instructors for any
questions.

[3 Points] Question 1 - Theoretical Diameter Calculation
Calculate the wheel diameter, if the encoder increments every 1.5cm and every wheel revolution
gives you 12 encoder counts.

[3 Points] Question 2 - System Setup
Using all lab equipment and sensors, arrange the system as shown in the figure. Take a picture and
paste it in the report
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[3 Points] Question 3 - Practical Diameter Calculation
a) Complete Question 2 and connect the sensor to the software and make sure you can see a waveform (similar to the diagram above). Rotate the wheel and see if there is a change in the waveform.
Report the found waveform.
b) Rotate the wheel once and count the number of upside waves. This number is the number of
encoder ticks per revolution.
c) Using tape calculate and note the distance between two windows. This is the distance between
the slits.
d) Now you have everything needed for finding the diameter of the wheel. Show calculations.

[1 Point] Question 4 - Practical vs Theoretical Values
Do the values from Question 1 and Question 3 match? If no, why do you think they are not matching.
Report the error between both the values.
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